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The corridor that runs underneath US 90 between St. Charles Ave. and Oretha Castle Haley Blvd. possesses 
great potential for use as both a passage between the historic thoroughfares and as a unique public space 
that can serve the needs of the diverse community that surrounds it. The design of Crossroads Park takes 
advantage of the corridor’s strategic location by returning it to the people in a way that will bring community 
members together on a daily basis while simultaneously serving as a destination for locals and visitors alike.

The rich histories of commerce, culture and activism along OC Haley and St. Charles are a focal point of 
Crossroads Park. Visitors will be greeted and led along by historical and modern signage that celebrates 
the past and leads them into the future. Signage will serve as an impetus for wayfi nding through 
the park, prodding visitors to continue their adventure with a stroll down OC Haley and St. Charles.

Crossroads Park is designed to be both a utilitarian public space and a celebration of life and culture in 
New Orleans. With the exception of a few parks and squares, this part of the city possesses no great public 
meeting ground that serves the needs of commerce, leisure and interaction. Crossroads Park will fi ll that void. 

With the installation of sound reducing panels along the bottom of the overpass, market/event space fl anking 
both ends of the park will aff ord local merchants, artisans and organizations a central and fi xed location to 
congregate and conduct their business. Designated food truck space with seating areas will be the fi rst of its kind 
in New Orleans and will attract customers from all walks of life and at all times of day and night who are in need of 
some delicious local cuisine. Public art space will provide artists a unique urban canvass to hone and showcase 
their skills, while allowing visitors to appreciate and walk amongst their creations. The amphitheater will serve 
as a public meeting ground for events and celebrations of all kinds or simply as a unique space to sit and take 
it all in. A dedicated bicycle lane will provide a safe connection between O.C. Haley and St. Charles Ave. Green 
infrastructure demonstration projects near St. Charles will provide information on local ecology, the challenges 
facing New Orleans, and the importance of environmental stewardship in the urban environment. The basketball 
court, skate park, dog park and playground are vital elements to the park that will possess artistic design 
features and attract visitors to the park on a daily basis, ensuring foot traffi  c and a diverse community of users. 

Another key element of Crossroads Park is its integration and partnership with the New Orleans Mission, which 
sits at the corner of OC Haley and Calliope. The Mission will oversee the maintenance of the park facilities and 
receive a portion of the proceeds that are earned through the renting of market stalls and other revenues 
generated from activities. The park will provide vocational training for the men and women who are staying 
at the Mission, as well as help fund mental, psychological and substance abuse programs run by the Mission.

Crossroads Park will be an anchor for the surrounding communities and a destination for visitors. Locals 
will stop to sit and drink a cup of coff ee while watching a basketball game. Visitors from out of town will 
gain a unique New Orleans experience in the market and at the food trucks while on their way to marvel 
at the history and architecture of OC Haley. Children will swing and be inspired by the artistically designed 
surroundings. A man will get a second chance at life 
while getting treatment at the Mission and working 
to maintain the safety and beauty of the park.

Crossroads Park will be a connection between the 
past, present and future. It will be a reimagined 
urban space that will serve the diverse needs of the 
community around it, while inspiring and reminding 
everyone of the possibilities that lie around us. 
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